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A B S T R A C T

We report the application of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) for on-line chemical analysis in a
primary aluminum smelter. Measurements were performed for fourteen trace elements
(Fe,Si,Cu,Ni,Ti,Cr,Mn,Sn,V,Ga,Zn,Sb,Mg,Na) and correlated with laboratory measurements on corresponding
solid samples. Real-time quantification of trace elements down to ppm levels directly in the molten aluminum
has been demonstrated for a number of elements (Cu,Cr,Mn,Sn). For elements Fe and Si, typically present in
elevated concentrations in primary aluminum (approximately 1000 ppm and 300 ppm, respectively, in the
present work) the average difference between concentration measurement carried out on the melt and labora-
tory results was found to be within 2.5% and 5% of the measured concentration, respectively. The observed
differences can be partly related to uncertainties in the reference laboratory measurements, originating from the
process of casting of solid samples from the melt. For elements with the highest vapor pressure, comparison with
laboratory results on manually collected samples is shown to be less adequate. Nevertheless, we show that LIBS
can provide reliable real-time measurements of the relative concentration of volatile elements, e.g., down to ppm
levels in the case of Na. We conclude that for many technically important trace elements in primary aluminum,
automated LIBS analysis on the molten metal is fully competitive with off-line laboratory analysis of solid
process samples in terms of accuracy and precision, in addition to improving worker safety and providing sig-
nificantly faster measurement results.

1. Introduction

The potential of chemically analyzing molten metal with laser-in-
duced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) for process control in primary
and secondary metal production has long been recognized [1,2], with
earliest reports of LIBS on molten steel samples dating as far back as
1966 [3]. Half a century later, however, applications of LIBS in “real-
world” situations were still claimed to be mainly “proofs-of-principle”
without significant impact within the industrial sector [4]. Some suc-
cessful industrial implementations have been demonstrated, involving
rapid analysis of solid materials, e.g., for metal and alloy identification,
metal scrap sorting and in the mining industry [5]. In the field of
molten metal analysis, measurements of concentration of minor ele-
ments in steel [6] and aluminum [7] were previously demonstrated in
the literature. A commercially available LIBS-based zinc-bath analyzer
(Galvalibs, Tecnar) has been on the market for several years [8] and

developments of industrial applications of similar dip-in probes for
molten aluminum have been reported [9,10]. In addition to chemical
composition analysis, the potential of LIBS for in-situ analysis of solid
inclusions in molten aluminum has also been demonstrated [11].
Within the aluminum industry, however, the current standard chemical
analysis method for process control still involves manual sampling of
liquid metal for casting of solid test samples. Such manual sampling is
typically carried out at multiple stages during aluminum production,
alloying and casting. After trimming and machining, process samples
are conventionally analyzed using arc-spark optical emission spectro-
scopy (spark-OES) for determining the impurity content of the metal.
Industry analysis reveals that up to 70% of measurement uncertainty in
OES can be traced to this manual sampling process [12]. Automated
monitoring of impurity concentrations directly in the liquid aluminum
has the potential to eliminate this source of uncertainty, in addition to
providing faster results and improving workplace safety by eliminating
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the need for manual handling of molten metal. In the present paper, we
report on the calibration and measurement performance of an industrial
non-immersive LIBS-based analyzer that was used to quantify a number
of technologically important impurity elements (Fe,Si,Cu,Ni,-
Ti,Cr,Mn,Sn,V,Ga,Zn,Sb,Mg,Na) in molten aluminum. For certain ele-
ments, we demonstrate a measurement repeatability similar to or sur-
passing laboratory OES analysis of process samples, in addition to
accurate quantification of trace elements down to concentration levels
of the order of 10 ppm.

2. Experimental

Analysis of liquid aluminum was carried out using the industrial EA-
2000 LIBS analyzer (DT-Equipment [13]) installed at a casting launder
system in Century Aluminum's Nordural primary aluminum smelter
(Fig. 1). The analyzer contains a pulsed Nd:YAG laser providing 100mJ
optical pulses at 1064 nm wavelength, operating with a repetition rate
of 10 Hz, focused onto the liquid Al surface with a 500-mm focal length
lens. The distance to the melt surface was dynamically adjusted to
maintain a constant focus. In the EA-2000 analyzer, the resulting LIBS
signal is transmitted through a 4-m-long multimode optical fiber to a
high-resolution Echelle spectrometer covering the wavelength range
200–700 nm and the optical emission is subsequently detected using a
thermo-electrically cooled CCD camera equipped with a mechanical
shutter. All LIBS measurements were carried out under argon gas flow
at a melt temperature around 730 °C. For all results presented below,
each single measurement was derived from a spectrum accumulated
over 70 individual laser shots (7 s total measurement time). For each
melt composition, the LIBS measurement was repeated three times in
direct succession. For comparison, solid samples corresponding to every
set of LIBS measurements were collected and independently analyzed
with a Q8 Magellan OES system (Bruker). OES measurements were
repeated three times on each process sample. The OES system was re-
calibrated daily using three certified reference standards.

Measurements were carried out directly on a fresh surface of molten
Al in the launder system, shown in Fig. 1, or in a side tray (not shown)
containing molten aluminum from the launder. Measurements in the
side tray were carried out in order to facilitate controlled addition of
impurity elements to the melt. More specifically, a sample of molten
aluminum of a measured volume was added to the tray, impurity ele-
ments added in measured amounts, followed by analysis of the melt
using the EA2000. Subsequently, a portion of the melt was collected
and cast into a sample for OES analysis. New aluminum from the
launder was then added to the melt in the tray in order to stepwise
reduce the concentration of impurity elements and the measurement
and sampling process repeated. This process was repeated six times
over a 10-day period. We acknowledge that the dilution method does
not rule out the possibility of cross-correlations arising between LIBS
signals from individual elements and that fully randomized impurity
concentration values are preferred to ensure proper calibration [14].
For establishing calibration curves, LIBS signals from the 14 impurity
elements listed above were analyzed for over 100 different melt

compositions, using the indicated emission lines. The full range of
concentrations of the different elements in the melt samples (by
weight), as determined by OES, is shown in Table 1. In all cases, the
aluminum purity was> 99%, allowing Al emission lines to be used to
accurately normalize the LIBS signals from individual impurity ele-
ments.

3. Results

Prior to correlating LIBS and OES results, it is instructive to compare
the repeatability of the readout of individual measurements for each
analysis method. Fig. 2 shows the averaged relative Bessel-corrected
sample variance (calculated as [∑(ci-cav)2/(n-1)]1/2/cav) for OES mea-
surements on solid process samples, on one hand, and for LIBS mea-
surements on the corresponding samples of molten aluminum, on the
other hand. Since absolute and relative measurement uncertainties are
generally concentration-dependent, the calculation was restricted to
impurity concentrations around 100 ppm (as determined by OES)
where possible. Of all the measured elements, only Si, Fe and Na were
evaluated at significantly higher or lower concentrations, as indicated
in the figure. For OES measurements of elements shown in the left panel
of Fig. 2, the relative measurement variability was typically found to be
in the range 0.5–2%, translating to 0.5–2 ppm in absolute concentration

Fig. 1. Industrial LIBS analyzer for molten aluminum.

Table 1
Concentration range of investigated elements.

Concentration (OES) Emission line (LIBS)

Min (ppm) Max (ppm) (nm)

Si 306 1445 288.158
Fe 870 1730 259.940
Cu 6 425 324.754
Mn 13 565 294.921
Ni 33 447 338.057
Cr 6 438 267.716
Sn 1 288 286.332
Ti 35 320 336.121
V 55 87 290.882
Ga 92 489 294.417
Sb 21 105 338.315
Zn 51 297 213.857
Mg 5 1299 277.983
Na 1 18 589.592

Fig. 2. Relative variation in repeated measurements on identical samples,
evaluated with OES on solid samples (black squares) and LIBS on liquid samples
(red circles), evaluated at impurity concentrations around 100 ppm, unless
otherwise indicated. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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values (10 ppm and 7 ppm for Fe and Si, respectively). For the same
elements, the variability in LIBS signal for repeated measurements on
the corresponding melt varied from about 1–3% or 1–3 ppm in absolute
concentration values (approximately 10 ppm for Fe and Si). The relative
measurement uncertainty for elements Zn, Mg and Na was significantly
higher, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. In the case of Na, however,
it should be noted that this translates to an absolute variability of the
order of only 1 ppm, due to the low concentration of Na in the measured
samples.

From the above it can be concluded that the LIBS measurements on
the investigated impurity elements in molten Al generally show similar
repeatability as that observed for OES measurements of solid process
samples. It should be kept in mind that the individual LIBS measure-
ments shown here represent an average of only 70 laser shots, sig-
nificantly less than the 1000's of electrical spark signals averaged in a
single OES measurement.

For a particular melt composition typical of primary aluminum
production, the LIBS measurement was repeated 258 times to obtain
additional statistical information. Fig. 3 shows examples of distribution
of LIBS results for two elements having a relatively low and high con-
centration in the melt, respectively Cr and Fe (concentration values in
this case are calibrated LIBS results, as described below). In both cases,
the LIBS measurements show a normal distribution around a central
value, with a standard deviation consistent with the observed variance
of the smaller measurement sets (n=3). It can be noted that for nor-
mally distributed measurement results, an average of 3 individual
measurements has a > 90% probability of being within one standard
deviation of the true concentration value.

Using measurements on samples of varying composition, correlation
curves were established between LIBS and OES results, as shown in
Fig. 4. The calibration range was limited to not exceed the concentra-
tion range for which the OES calibration was certified (maximum
concentration 300 ppm, except for elements Fe and Si). The quality of
the correlation curves mirrors, to some extent, the measurement-to-
measurement variability plotted in Fig. 2, with higher variability cor-
relating with more scatter in the data. In some cases, however, the
observed scatter in the calibration curves is much larger than expected
from measurement variability alone, particularly in the case of the
elements Zn, Mg, Na and Sb. We note that this group of elements also
has significantly higher vapor pressure than the other elements under
investigation. We therefore maintain that the reduced correlation, at
least to some extent, relates to uncertainty arising from the sampling
procedure, meaning that for the more volatile elements it is difficult to

ensure that concentrations measured by OES on solid samples corre-
spond to the concentration of the particular element at the time it was
measured by LIBS in the melt.

In cases where the concentration of a particular non-volatile ele-
ment could be reduced to below 20 ppm using the present methodology
(i.e., for elements Cu,Cr,Mn,Sn), we determined the limit of quantifi-
cation (LOQ) to be 5–7 ppm (LOQ=10σa/b where σa is the standard
deviation of the y-intercept and b is the linear coefficient of the 2nd
degree polynomial fit to the calibration data). Measurements of purer
Al than that available in the present experiments will be required to
accurately establish the limits of quantification for other elements.

After calibration of the LIBS analyzer, the average absolute differ-
ence between the LIBS concentration measurements in the melt and
corresponding OES results on solid samples was evaluated on a separate
set of 40 melt compositions (fully independent of the calibration data
and measured over a 3-month interval without recalibration of the LIBS
analyzer). Concentrations of impurity elements in this case were typi-
cally within the lower third of the calibration ranges shown in Fig. 4.
For elements Cu,Cr,Mn,Sn,Ni,Ti and V, the agreement between LIBS
and OES results in this set of measurements was, on average, within
2–3 ppm while for Ga it was within 8 ppm. For higher-concentration
elements Fe and Si, the average difference between LIBS-determined
and OES-determined concentration was about 2.5% and 5% of the
measured values, respectively. It can be noted that these relative dif-
ferences are of the same order as the combined variability of repeated
OES and LIBS measurements (Fig. 2). It is anticipated that a suitable
internal calibration procedure for the LIBS analyzer (not relying on OES
data and potentially requiring only a single calibration reference for all
elements [15]) will improve its measurement accuracy even further.
For the higher vapor pressure elements Zn,Mg,Na,Sb we did not con-
sider a similar comparison between results on solid and liquid samples
to be meaningful, as discussed in more detail below.

By using the r2 correlation coefficient as a measure of the quality of
the calibration curves, the reliability of the calibration data can be
plotted as a function of vapor pressure of the particular element [16].
As shown in Fig. 5, the elements with higher vapor pressure
(Sb,Mg,Zn,Na) exhibit poor correlation with r2 < 0.95 while the re-
maining elements exhibit r2 values in the range 0.97–0.999. There are,
of course, additional factors that influence the quality of correlation,
such as the available concentration range for calibration, as well as the
intensity of the particular LIBS spectral lines used, which in turn de-
pends on variables such as the atomic transition probability, plasma
temperature, signal collection efficiency and detector sensitivity at the

Fig. 3. Examples of distribution of results of LIBS impurity concentration measurements, repeated multiple times on the same melt composition. Red lines are
Gaussian fits to the data. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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particular wavelength. Nevertheless, the results suggest that the vapor
pressure of a particular element can serve as a rough prediction of the
quality of comparative measurements between metal samples in the
liquid and solid state.

It should be emphasized that even if very limited correlation be-
tween LIBS measurements in liquid aluminum and OES measurements
on solid samples can be established due to the volatility of a given
element, such as for the case of Na in Fig. 4 (r2 < 0.6), the LIBS
measurement of the molten metal can still be internally consistent. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the sodium concentration of a melt sample
in the sample tray is monitored as a function of time. With addition of
new aluminum from the launder, the sodium concentration increases
sharply but then falls rapidly again, reaching the former steady-state
value in about 15min. Evidently, the exact timing of the LIBS mea-
surement on one hand and the sampling of the metal for OES analysis
on the other hand, relative to the time of addition of new aluminum to
the melt, will therefore strongly influence whether a meaningful cor-
relation can be established between the measurements of solid and li-
quid samples. We will address this experimental challenge in future
work. More generally, Fig. 6 confirms the applicability of LIBS for real-

time chemical analysis in aluminum processing, e.g., during impurity
removal treatment [17] or alloying, provided that suitable optical ac-
cess to a surface of the molten aluminum is available.

4. Conclusion

We have presented on-site measurements of 14 impurity elements in
molten aluminum from a casting line within a primary aluminum
smelter, using an industrial LIBS analyzer. The results confirm that non-
immersive LIBS can be used in a smelter environment for accurate
concentration analysis of trace elements in molten aluminum, particu-
larly those with low volatility in the melt, down to concentration levels
below 10 ppm. It may be concluded that for certain elements, auto-
mated LIBS measurement on the molten metal can readily compete with
off-line laboratory OES analysis for process control, in terms of accu-
racy and precision. In some cases, the LIBS result may even be con-
sidered more representative for the melt than OES analysis, due to the
impurity segregation and changes in concentrations that may occur
during casting of solid samples. This presents a range of new opportu-
nities in real-time process and quality control in the aluminum industry,

Fig. 4. Correlation curves between recorded LIBS signals (in arbitrary units) on liquid aluminum and OES results on corresponding solid samples. Different symbols
represent data collected on 6 individual days over a 10-day period. Red solid lines represent 2nd degree polynomial fits to the measured data. For clarity, the lowest
concentration range for elements Cu and Cr is shown expanded on the graphs on the bottom right. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in addition to eliminating operator-related errors and improving safety
by reducing the need to physically handle liquid metal in the produc-
tion process.
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